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vendumÂ .The pope said Syria is 'dealing with the forces of evil'
Pope Francis has said the West has "no excuse" to stay silent

about Syria's bloody conflict when Islamic State (IS) is committing
barbaric atrocities. The Pope made his comments during a prayer
service for the victims of terrorist attacks in Paris last week. The

pope said it was painful to see that the West appears to have "lost
its sense of responsibility". The prayer service is held every year
during the first three days of October as a commemoration of the

two terrorist attacks in Paris. In a message read out at the
opening ceremony, the Pope said that in the aftermath of the

terror attacks the French people had asked "can the West, with its
conscience still clean, fail to do everything to save the people of

Syria?". "This is not a rhetorical question: the answer is a decisive
'no'." The Pope called on "all nations that care about human

dignity" to "join forces to protect the innocent". He added that if
necessary, the free world must "act forcefully" to "resist those

who are trampling down human dignity". Pope Francis also
acknowledged the "catastrophic humanitarian situation" in Syria.
He said that for too long the West has been "appalled to see, in

the midst of its cosmopolitanism, a humanitarian tragedy". And he
referred to the Pope's recent statement that talks have no place in

Syria if they cannot lead to the "victory of the civilised". Paris
attacks The Pope also said it 6d1f23a050
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